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Your average institutional data base oft seems living proof of Sturgeon's
Law: "95% of.everYthing is crap." This is hyperbolic, but many data items
of interest to Institutional Research are not critical to the operating
divisions of the institution having authority over the data base. Operating
divisions generally give those data secondary attention. Furthermore, even
data items critical to the operating divisions' operations are subject to
error, omission, and untimeliness. Ctitical data errors.are correated, but
the corrections are-not always prior to the census date at which. the-data
base is "frozen" for reporting purposes. Online information systems, and
distributed data processing exacerbate the problem. Reports drawn directly
from the data baSe can disagree if executed as little as five minutes
apart. Even reports drawn, from a "freeze" crosstotal only accidentally,
due to.differences in program handling of invalid and,inconsistent data.

This paper presents Virginia Tech's experience in developing a notsoaver.
age institutional data base designed to meet both. internal and external
data recipients' needs_fpr student related information. Our notyouraver
age data base yields tepOrts and ad hoc analyses which contain valid and
internally consiOgnt information, and which crosstotal tob related reports
and studjies. Fdafier, it does'so'with less human resource expenditure in
data and report preparation.

The conditions whict led to its development, the concepts underlying its
design, the organization of the development,effort, and the benefits der
ived from its creation are presented in detail.

Paper presented at the Southern Assockation for Institutional Research
Conference, October 27-29, 1982, Birmingham, Alabama
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STUCENFL Users Guide

Executive Overview

The Student Censusdate eport FiLe (STUCENFL, pronounced stoo
sen'full) was developed by Institutional Research as a university resource
to allow consistent, timely, and.reliable reporting 'of studentrelated
data. STUCENFL is a quarterly magnetic tape file based on the contents of
the Student Data Base as of the On Campus "census date" each term, supple
mented by Off Campus registrations as of that program's (later) census
date. The data items of STUCENFL are a selected subset of the "student,"
"academic," and "timetable" portions of the Student Data Base. One
STUCENFL Tecord is extracted for each student, containing demographtc,
diploma, admissions, ,academic Lstory, and current 'course registration
data. There'are really two files, the data base extract (called'STUCENEX)
and the STUCENFL "report file." STUCENFL is distinguished from STUCENEX in
two important ways. First, students of little or no interest for internal
or external reporting purposes are purged from STUCENEX prior t6 the crea
tion of STUCENFL. Second, STUCENFL's data are subjected to extensive edit
ing and updating to make those data valid, consistent, and reliable.

STUCENFL was developed,to address a growing problem. As information
from the Student Data Base was?disseminated to an ever expanding consti
tuency in evgr expanding ways, it became more difficult to coordinate the
University's reported data. Different offices provided different reports'
from difierent -data sources at different times, often with different defi
nitions, always with at least slightly different ways of handling nonper
fect data. External constituencies in particUlv insist that repo.rts

crosscheck, whether or.not such is appropriate in any 'particular case. To,
avoid,the'impreSsion that the university could not "give'the same answer to_
the same question," we needed a single, internally consistent, welldefined'
data source for studentrelated reporting.

The Student Data Base per'se, while perfectly functional, is an inap
propriate source for this class of reporting and analysis. Many data items
of interest to Institutional Research and to our constituencies have noth
ing to do with*.the2functionality of the data base. A student can be admit
ted, registered, graded, and graduated utterly independent Of the coding of
his or her ethnic background. Further, even though nonfunctional data
items are remarkably "clean," the number of data items that we keep rela
tive to our students is huge. If the Student Data Base had Ivory Snow's
legendary 99-44% purity', it-Vould have over 100,-000 erroneoup data items.
There are nowhere near that many. However, it is a certainty that a simple
Auery to find the oldest and the youngest student on campus will yield one
barn in:1900 and one who will be born in 1999. Addressing thoPe data errors-
that lie "in the statistical fringe".is what STUCENFL is all about.

There are three major elements of the,STUCENFL system: (1) extraction
of the desired data from the Student Data Bage, (2) extensive editing of
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'those data, and (3) reporting those student data to our various internal
and external constituencies. Selecting and extracting key data items was a

). major project in itself. However, the core of the STUCENFL system is the
editing thld updating of those data, the most thorough "cleanup",of student
'data in the history of the institution. Due to the J.arge number of errors
and to the limited resources available to investigate and correct them,
most of the "cleanups" applied to STUCENFL are general-case assumptions.
The cânceptual approach underlying those assumptions is extensively dis-
cussed later, and it is a striking feature of the system. '

The.third part of the prOject is reporting. This involves creating
report files from STUCENFL,,, rather than from the data base.. Creating
report files in this new manner is a great improvement. .TheY are now
extracted from a single data source:containing critical reporting data that
are consistent and valid. These derived report 'files can be qsed with
existing programs in offices around the campus, requiring that no new
reporting software be developed. Fur'the4r., much existing, software can be
scrapped. The single source permits implementation of the'state's Uniform
Student! Data System.Its report programs, nine to datelf relieve Virginia
Tech of the program design and maintenance responsibilities for those
external reports.

Editing and updating of the data prior to production of the report
files saves toime and money. It also yelds letter information products.
STUCENFL processing provides more extensive er4or detection and correctien
than have been previously available, aRd the automatic correction of
invalid and/or inconsistent data assures that any corrections are performed
consistently for all student record& within a reporting period, and from
one reporting period to the next.

Ihe development Of efficient, highly automated procedures for cleaning
up a large report_file is not a trivial task. The sound design of both the
overall processing and-the individval computer programs employed in each
step of the processing'requires a clear conceptual view of both what is
possible and what is. desirable.

!>)

Underlying Design Concepts

'The automated "clean-up" of STUCENFL is the heart of the entire sys-
.?

tella The large
!

number of records procesSed, and the large number of
errors, preclude manual verification of the data. Further, extensive human
intervention would reduce reliability in the detection of. error and in the
approl;riate corrections. This section describes the conceptual basis for
the automated error detection and- correction process. In the following
discussion, all terms HIGHLIGHTED are described in the-appended "Glossary."

The concepts of "validity" and ."consistency" farm the foundation for
the automatic processlng of STUCENFL. A VALID data element contains a
value that belongs to the set..of allowable values for that element. For
example, the set of allowable Ethnic Background Codes consists of the num-
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bers "1" through "7". IheValue "6" is a .valid 'ethnic code since.it
belongs to .thern allowable set, and the value "9" is not valid. Symboli
cally, if "M" is the set of allowable entries for a datum, and if "x" is
the value of the datum in a given record; then "x" is a valid entry if and
only if x 1 M }.

Validity alone is insufficient. Several data items may be individually
valid and still be invalid -1,then.viewed as a whole. This is the concept of
n consistency." By CONSISTENT data% we mean that the valid values contained
in the fields for two or' more data elements are allowable combinations.
For example, "Virginia" and "North Carolina" are valid permanent home resi
dence entries, and "In State" and "Out of State" are.valid tuition status
entries'. Of ;pie four possible combinations of those entries, .only two
("Virginia" Ji"In State" and "North Carolina" "Out of State") are consis
tent with each other. Symbolipally, if ."MM and "N" dre sets,of individu
ally valid entries in two related data fields, then the .consistency of the
entries may be defined by a truth-table formed by the Cartesian product "M"
X "N". If. the "mth" value in "M" is consistent with the "nth" entry in
"N", then the matrix entry "m,n" is "1", else it is "0".

One may extend this representation of consistency to multiway tests,
invslving more than two sets, by letting "MN" denote the set of consistent
combinations of the values of "M" and MN"

, and by letting PI" denote the
set of valid entries in a third, related field. The consistency of value
"1" would be determined bY an entry -of "1" for element "mn,1" in the truth
table formed by "MN" and "L". Any number "x" of related data' values can be
tested for internal consistenäy by "x-1" sequentiallY formed truth tables.

STUCENFL procesSing keys to the validity and consistency of data.
This was implemented by defining sets of rules (EDIT criteria).for a compu
ter program to apply to the elements of the STUCENEX file. A cOmprehensive
list of violations of those rules is reported to the appropriate university
administrative offices for review and possible correction. However, we must
live with the realities of Censusdate reporting and the limited resourceS,
available for error investigation and correction. STUCENFL processing can.,

not be dependent on actual individualdatum error correction by other off
ices, and it is not so dependent. Whenever an invalid or inconsistent con
dition occurs, another set of rules is applied to correct the situation.

Having an 'invalid or an .inconsistent data value is a situation that
can be correated by defining a set of MASS UPDATE criteria. A computer
program can replace an invalid or indonsistent datum with one obeying the
applic e edit criteria. That is not necesSarily the same as correcting
the rror, since a _valid and consistent data valud is not necessarily
CURATE. Accurate data must'also map the attributes of the real world

truthfully, and nothing.short of a comprehensive data AUDIT can ensure that
the computer representation is a mirror of the real world. However, a rea:.
sonable and defensible massupdate criterion can yield a.replacement value
that is superior to the original and that is in tiMe to prepare reports and
analyses containing valid'and consistent data summaries. Such general case
assumptions are applied to a small percentage of the data. Most mass update
'processing is expended in converting known obsoiete codes.
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The mass update of S1 NFL is distinguished by being entirely auto-
matic, performed without hr intervention, If a. datum is found to con-
tain ar3kinvalid entry, then t invalid entry is automatically replaced by
a valid DEFAULT value. The determination of the default value -is based
principallY on experience with the type of.errors whi2h have occurred his-
*torically. Where experience fails, 'a "most common". value is assigned:
After ensUring individualcd8ta,element validity, processing continues with
the consistency ofrelated data.

When inconsistencies occur, resolution follows a convention based upon
the sequential algorithm used in multi-way editing. Historical experience
has' shown that some dataelements are more reliable, in general, than oth-
ers. Where no such confidence precedence is known, it is assigned via a
conservative policy -- one that does not enhance any critical counts.
Inconsistencies are resolved by bringing ,the lower-confidence datum into
line with the higher-confidence one. In multi-way inconsistencies, pro-
cessing is cascaded. After the two highest-confidence data values are made
consistent, the third is aligned with the first two.

The automatic 'updating of data elements to achieve consistency is con-
strained by the formal logical structure used in processing the file, and
conditions arise which preclude the automatic correction of some inconsis-
tent entries. .In those cases no automatic updates are performed, and reso-
lution of the inconsistency is left to human intervention. That may be in
the form of adding a mass-update algorithm to handle the problem or as an
INDIVIDUAL UPDATE.

-
,Individual updating, as the term implies, is distinguished by the,

human intervention required to identifY and/or resolve.particular residual
and potential errors in individual records. If a class of errors is
detected after mass updating, an algorithm is developed to automatically
treat the problem in the next processing cycle. By continuing to refine the
mass-update part of the process, very'few individual anomalies need human
attention on a regular basis. A further refinement is the historical indi-
vidual update.'After errors are ferreted out via the ippropriate adminis-
trative offices, and after the individual correction is applied in the pur-
rent processinc, cycle, the.error and its known correction are added a8
part of the next mass update': If an individual error recurs, it is trapped
and automatically corrected. If the error had been corrected between
cycles, the historical update -- automatically noted as superfluous -- is
removed.

To summarize, STUCENFL proceising is based on emplacing the most rigo-
rous possible automatic edit and update mechanisms to assure that the data
in the file are valid add consistent with a ninimum of human resource
expenditui'e. No comprehensive audit for accuracy is performed, that task
being reserved for _the administrative offices controlling the data base..
Within the. constraints which occur in the real world, it is not reasonable
to expect that 811 of the data in the student data base, or in STUCENFL,
will be,accurate at any given moment. Census-date reporting must needs be
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based on data as of a moment in time. Given this realistic expectation,
the concepts of valid'and consistent data which are reliable over time*
represent what,we believe to be the most appropriate basis for the design
and processing of a "clean" report file,

System Summary

The STUCENEX initial extract contains critical report data for every
one on the Student Data Base (SDB), over 100,000 records. The .STUCENFL
.report file contains a smaller subset of the population, some 70,000
records of active students. Two subsetssof the students represented in SDB
are purged in the process of creating STUCENFL. The most extensive subeet

. of purged- records describe students who have not attended, or graduated
from, the university within the last five years (25 academic terms). In

addition, records describing applicants for admission in' prior (noncur
rent) academic years are also purged. These records are purged since they
are of.little or no interest in interna3/or external reporting. Further,
the reduction of approximately 30,000 records greatly expedites the exten
sive processing inherent in STUCENFL, thus reducing both effort and cost.

STUCENFL contains records for foUr major subsets of the remaining stu
dent population, including students enrolled in both On and OffCampus
'credit programs, past students who last attended, or graduated from, the
institution within the previous five years, and neverattended applicants
whose anticipated entry is within the current admissions year. The file is
based on the contents of the SDB as of the OnCampus "census date" each
term (10 calendar days after theckin for the Acatlemic Year terms, five
days afterward for each Summer Session). The file is not complete until
the Off=Campus census date (two calendar weeks after the OnCampus census
date during the Academic Year, one week- during the Summer Sessions), when
enrollment data for OffCampus students ard added to STUCENFL. There are
six STUCENFL report files created per year, one for each academic term,
plus a "combined summer" file.

While STUCENFL. is an extract of the Student Data Flase. (SDB), the
ralues of its data items are not necessarily the same as their correspond
ing,. SDB entries. Any "live" data base contains invalid' data at an given
time, ,,and SDB is no exception.. Durinethe extensive edit an ?! update pro7-

cessing of the file, which has been previously described, these invalid.
data are updated so that STUCENFL contains'both valid and consistent data.
Further, there are certain "reporting conventions" that require viewing
certain perfectly good 'SDB datOin a different light. For simplicity and
copsistency, those conventions are also built intc, the file. Since both of
those elements.are incorporated in the "clean" file, here is no longer the
possibility that reports will vary due to to application of either differ
ing assumptions or different conventions.
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Vsihg STUCENFL.

This section is aimed at those who.use STUCENFL as a data source for
electronic data processing. It containsAuseful information not found in,
and to be used in conjunction with, th5Fe other documents (available from
Institutional Research, 16994):

1. STUCENFL Data Element Dictionary: a description of each
.data item in the file, its d.afinition and format, edit
cPiteria, and massupdate prOtessing of inconsistent or
invalid data.

2. INSRES CODES: a table of information on Viriihia Tech

departments, majors," courses, and degree programs.
.

3. INSRES XLATES: a table of Virginia Tech codett data lists
(state abbreviations, residence home codes, Virginia ZIP
codes, etc) and preferred translations for reporting.

All four documehts.should be used as a set, and they should be sufficient
to permit instructing the computer in the selection and processing of
,STUCENFL records appropriate to a given task.

STUCENFL is an 877character record'whose PL/1 record description is
member "STUCENFL" of.ams file PLSOURCE MACLIB on userID "OIRSOFT" (read
password ."BLOOM"). 'The extract file (STUCENEX) contains about 100,000
records, The report file. (STUCENFL) tape contains some 70,000 records, and
the corresponding activestudent subset on disk has about 30,000 records.
Each file is sequenced by ascending social security number (record posi
tions 12-20).

There are ten (10) initial data base extract files created during the year,
two per.term. The first capture's the entire student data.base as of the ON
Campus census date. The second, on the same physical volume as the first,
captures only students with OFF Campus course registrations as of the OFF
Campus .census date. These initial extract files are identified by having
"STUCENEX" as a part of their data set names. The six (6) report files,
with ON and OFF Campus enrollment data merged and preprocessed for report
ing, are identified by the "STUCENFL" in their data set name,s. The data
set names are

5TUCENEX.ttyy The fulldatabase extrlt file, taken at the
On Campus census date (tt= FA,WI,SP,FS,SS).

STUCENEX.ttyy.OFF The OffCampus extract file (tt= FA,WI,SP,FS,SS)
Label'2 of the STUCENEX.ttyy tape.
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A713F7,.STUCENFL. The general updatecycle file. Cycled through
CYCLE (x) mass and individual updating until "clean,"

Threegeneration tape file.

4713F7.STUCENFL. Tha OffCampus updatecycle file. Cycled tnrough
OFFCYCLE (x) mass. and individual updating until "clean."

. Twogeneration disk file on INSRES pack.

STUCENFL.ttyy

A713F7.STUCENFL,
CURRENT

41)

The combined cleaned up student census file for
a term (tt=FA,WI,SP,FS,SS,SU), a 6250 bpi tape
file. Results from a merger pf the CYCLE(0) and
OFFCYCLE(0) files for a regular term, or from
Merging "FSyy" and "SSyy" for combined summer.

The currentterm actiiestudent file cataloged.
on gener61.use disk USER-05..Has only reCords
with clurrentterm credits greater than zero.
Updat'ed from CYCLE(0) after'.it is.clean, and
from STUCENFL.ttyy after its.creation.

Specific tape vOlume information is maintained by Institutional Research,
X699/j. It may also be found in the DATASETS TAPE file contained on CMS

- userID "OIRSOFT." The DATASETS TAPE file contains the following informa
tion for each Institutional Research tape file:

Col 01 05 Tape volume serial number
Col 06 Tape density code: " " = 1600 bpi, "+". = 6250 bpi,

"" = 800 bpi.
Col 07 08 Tape label number (file number within volume)..
Col 10 13 General data category: "SCF " = STUCENFLrelat.:d

files.
Col 15 50 File data set name (DSN), plus optional comments.
Col 51 56 File creation date, in "YYMMDD" format.
Col 58 60 person responsible for data file, initials.
Col 61 66 RecolTd count, number of logical records in the file.
Col 67 68 Recording format (RECFM).
Col 69 72 Logical record length (LRECL).
Col 73 79 Block (physical record) length (BLKSIZE).
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STUCENFL oonsistd of recOrds for six populations of students and appli--
cants. Those.woups are as follows:

ON " Currently enrollecLON-Campus students

OFF, Currehtly enrolled OFF-Campus students
00

ONCE Students who have ONCE attended the .University,
withim the preceding five years in thereport file.

NEVER Aliplicants who'. have NEVER attended the University,
with anticipated:entry within the current calendar
year in the report file.

ON (4-) Current. ON-Campus students registered for zero

total credits and therefore not reportable as .

qenrolled."

OFF (+) Current OFF-Campus students registered for zero

total credits and therefore not reportable as

"enrolled."

Due to reporting conventions,' drify students registered Tor credfts are

reported as "enrolled:" We do,.however, have a number of studentS each
'term registered for zero credits--principally Cooperative Education Proram,
students in the "work" part of fheir "work/sbhool" cycle end students who
are auditing all their courses. For certain applicatpns (student reten-
tion analysis, for example) it is useful tO know that those students are
"still with us," even though 'we may not report them as enrolled. Therefore

STUCENFL permits identifying them.

All six populations are selected from SDB .on the On-Campus census
date. Data for the OFF,'s are neither complete nor usable, for official
University reports until after the Off-Campus census date enrollments are
merged into STUCENFL. Data for the NEVER's accumulate during the calendar
year and are considered complete as of the Fall Term On-Campus census date

, for admissions analysis reporting. The ,ONCE population consists of stu-
dents who last attended the University or last graduated within the past
five years.

Selection of a desired population is keyed to four (4) STUCENFL record
fields:

TAPE_QYY FIE_IDENTIFIQATION:TAPE_QTR YR (Current Term)

ON QYY STU31 DATA.LAST ENROLLMENT DATE (On Campus)

OFF_QYY STU31 DATA.OFF CAMPUS LAST ENROLLMENT_ _
4

CREDIT_TOTAL The total number of credits as of the census date.

11
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The following "deeision-table" is used to select a desired population from
,STUCENFL:

Populaticin

$ I

ON QYY 1 OFF_QYY Ar' CREDIT TOTAL_
v-
1

0y,
-

= TAPE QYY > 0
1

OFF 1

1 = TAPE_QYY. > 0 ;,c)

I

ONCE < TAPE_QYY
I < TAPE QYY

NEVER = 0
I = 0 L.0.1. I

ON(+)
I I/

= TAPE_QYY , 1 = 0

I

OFF(4-)
I

= TA.PEQYy, = 0
I

CO

Additionally, the data base extract program (STUCENEX,. OIR120) cap
optionally select several different subsets of.the Studept Data Base for
special needs. The processing options'are

1. All students.
2: All On Campus stucients (STU31 Campus Location = '00').
3. All Qff Canpus students (STU31 Campus Location > '00').
4. All Currently enrolled students (course registrations > 0).

0 5.,Currently enrolled On CamPus students (at least one course
registrationiwith Course Locatjon = '00').

6. aarrently enrolled Off Campus studerts (at f,eas't one course
registratron with tourse Location > '00').

The office routinelY uses optieps "1" and "6" only. Other extracts 1ay be
perforMed on request. The requestor is re'sponsible for the cost of any spe-
cial extract and for any data clean-up to be performed.

While latest 'term registered and CREDIT_TOTAL will yield currently
registered stadentp., the CREDITTOTAL field.will-not necessarily yield the'
student's On Campus or Off CaMpus credits. It is the-sum of.ALL credits.
'Each qOarter.finds a handful of students who are registered for both On and
Off Campus credits, To"differentiate, the programmer must scan through the
registration segments and look at the course location in each ("OO)' for On
Campus). SCHEV guidelines stat,e that a student with ANY On.Campus credits
is ari On. Campus student. Foraompatibilitykwith USDS reports, therefore,
one may use the CHOI; TOTAL field, but the'OFF Student definition,would be
modified to EXgLtDE any students with ON QYY = TAPE QYY.

2
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Derived Report Files

For convenience and for meeting the needs of externally-provided

reporting systems, seveeal "derived" files are produced regularly from
STUCENFL.a They are as follows:

QSRH Quarterly:.Student Record tape, a file of long gtanding for
internal arid external reporting; one record per currently
enrolled student, extracted for ON- and OFF-Campus enrol-
lees each quarter, and for combined ON- .and OFF-CampuS

enrolleescon request. There are a few BSR -data items that

are not available from STUCENFL:

BSR SS Sh.TUS

a

Selective Service.Status Pos 94

BSRMS-xxxxx Other Selective Service Info. Pos 123-134

BSRMATENT NAME Name of the stunent's parent. Pos 210-230

BSRMARENTMHONE Nathe of the student's parent. Pos 210-230

BSRMTANDITI-0 Class Standing*in Dept & Coll. Pos 418-459

BSR-ACH xxxx SAT Achievement Test"Scores. Pos 507-516

Further, OSLSEX (Pos 84) contains only "sex." It
indicate marital status as well as sex.

does not

Progeam SCBSR.is optioned to count only ON, only OFF, or
ALL credits. Selecting only N or only OFF Campus stu-
dents from STUCENFL without using the option will mis-as-
sign registrations for students taking both ON and OFF

Campus courses in the-same term. The number isn't large,
but it can mess up an analysis.

SDM Studept Data Module tape; used as input to the Common-
wealth's enrollment eporting system, one record per cur-
rently enrollgd student Per course registration, eXtracted
for ON- and OFF-Campus enrollees each Hquarter.- Using
STUCENFL, the following data have been added to SDM:

RESIDENCY CODE' "I" or "0" for In/Out-of-state
COURSE LOaTION "00" or 2-digit Consortium Zode

USDS Uniform Student Data System tape, used a input

Commonwealth's standard package for producing the
ing external reports:

6

Pos 26

Pos 27-28

to the
follow-

R1 County or city-46f residence of students

.enrolled in Virginia institutions of higher
education

82 . Summary on-campus headcount enrollment by term

B3 Summary off-campus headcount enrollment by term
B5 Headcount enrollment age summarr
2.1 0CR2300-2.1 Degrees and other formal awards

conferred
2-.1s Supplement to 0CR2300-2.1

13
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-2.3 0E2300-2.3 Fall enrollment
2.3s 'Supplement to 0E23.00-2.3
2.8 0E2300-2.8 Residence and migration of college

students

STUCENFL
11

USDS is extracted each Fall (one record per currently
enrolled ON and OFFCampus 'student) and at endSummer (one
record for each graduate.in the preceding JulyJune Fiscal
Year). The fiScalyear. file is drawn from a subset Of
STUCENFL selected by program SCDL. That program looks at
each Tech Diploma (5TU414) segnhnt to see if at least one
degree was awarded during the fiscal year specified via
option card. In no other way can all 'diplomas awarded dur
ing a period of interest be selected.

The first two files (QSR and SDM) have been in use for quite some time, and
the only significant change is their extraction from a single file whose
critical reporting data are consistent and valid. Editing and updating are
performed (on STUCENFL) prior to SDM and QSR production instead of to each
file afterward. As a bonus, STUCENFL editing is more extensive than that
previously performed on either file. Both files contain more valid and
consistent data as a result.

USDS has no Virginia Tech aniecedent, per se. It and the Commonwealth
external report package, however, replace several files and programs previ
ously used to generate many state and federal reports. University person
nel need no longerbother with those files and programs, a significant
decrease in resource expenditure. Further, with USDS those reports are
forced to be consistent with each other.

The remainder of this, document is divided into appendices. giving
detailed information on STUCENFL and its related processing.

Appendix A. Glossary of Terms Used in This Document.

Appendix B. USDS Data Elements Obtained from STUCENFL by Program SCUSDS

Appendix C. BSR Data Elements Obtained from STUCENFL by Program SCBSR
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Glossary of Terms Used in This Document

ACCURATE A datuth is accurate if it is valid and-if it is true. For exam
ple, if a black fethale is coded "black female," the data are
accurate.

'AUDIT One audits a file to see whether critical data are accurate. An

audit is performed on both invalid and valid data', whether con
sistent or not. Only an audit, a minute examination of evidence,
can determihe that a person coded "black female" is actually a
black female.

CONSISTENT Data that are individually valid may be inappropriate when

viewed in context. For example, "Virginia" and "North Carolina"
are valid permanent home residence entries, and "In State" and
"Out of State" are valid tuition statuS entries. Of the four
possible combinations of those entries, only two ("Virginia"'
"In State" and "North Carolina" "Out of State9 are consistent
with each other. Individually.valid data, taken together, must
make sense to be consistent.

DEFAULT If a datum is invalid, mass updating assigns a reasonable, valid
value:That assigned value is the default for.that datum, either
the most commonly occurringof the set of valid values or one
that has has been._shown most probable by experience.

EDIT One edits a file to see whether critical data conform to a set
of rules defining data validity and consistency. The process is
analogous to checking a document Por spelling and grammar.

UPDATE One updates a file to change its data entries; This may arise
from an audit or an edit which found inaccurate, inconsistent,
or invalid data, or from a change in status. The tern "posting"
.is used for initial data entry, a process not addressed in this
document.

MASS updating is performed on a class of data records, say to
convert Virginia residence codes for all outofstate students
to codes for other states. A "mass update" change to an invalid
or inconsistent datum is derived from a basis of known valid
data and a set of -rules governing their' relationships.
INDIVIDUAL updating is aPplied to a specific record to corredt a
specific problem. In STUCENFL processing, individual updates are
made only-for those few cases Wherein a generalcase mase update
cannot be described.

VALID A datum is valid if ite content belongs.to the eet of allowable
values,.as prescribed by data base administration policy. Sym
bolically, if M is a set of allowable entries in a field, and x
is an entry in the field., then x is a valid entry if and only if

{xlMl.
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USDS Data Elements Obtained from STUCENEL by Program SCUSDS

-

Processing in SCUSDS using STUCENFLUSDS Data EleMent

. Institution FICE Code

2. Reporting Year-Fiscal
Format: y1y2

3. Reporting Term

4. Student identifier

5. Name of Studeni

6. Sex of Student

7. Race or Ethnic Category,

8. Degree 1/1 Program ID

9. Degree #1 Level

10. Degree 1/2 Program ID

11. Degree #2 Level

12. Student Major

13. Student Level

VA Tech's FICE Code = 1t003754."

Converted from TAPE_QTR YR:
YR-1 ir YR if QTR 0, 2 or 3
TR H.Y.R+1 if QTR 4, 5, 6, or 1

Converted from TAPEJTRXR:
01 if QTR 6 02 if QTR 1 03 if QTR 2
04 if QTR 3 05 if QTR 0

Student social security number.

Concatenated student name fields,
last-first-middle-generation,
with multiple blanks removed.

COnverted from STU21 DATA.SEX:
01 if SEX "M" 02 ff SEX "F"

STU21_DATA.ETHNIC_BACKGROUND, from 1
to 2 digits, except "06" if "7".

Latest 'Tech diploma's. IMS HEGIS Code
translated to SCHEV NCES Code. Blank

. if no Tech diploma.

Latest Tech degree abbrev translated to
SCHEV degree level. Blank if no Tech
diploma.

Next-most-recent Tech degree awarded
IMS.HEGIS Code translated to CCHEV
NCES Code, IF awarded in the same
Fiscal Year as.Degree 1/1, ELSE'blank.

Next-most-recent Tech degree abbrev-,
translated to SCHEV degree level. If
Degree 1/2 is blank, this is blank.

Translate STU31 DATA.HEGIS CODE MAJOR-
To SCHEV NCES cO-de.

.Translate STU31.:DATA.ACADEMIC LEVEL
CURRENT to SCHEV stUdent leveY
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USDS Data Elements Obtained From STUCENFL by Program SCUSDS

USDS Data Element Processing in SCUSDS Using ST6CENFL

14. Second Student.Major

15. Birth Year of Student

16. Citizenship of Student

Translate ACA27_DATA.DOUBLE_OR_SECOND_
MAJOR.CURR ABBREV to SCHEV NCES Code.

From STU21 DATA.BIRTH DAY.

From STU21 DATA.ETHNIC BACKGROUND:
Ethnic 6 =-03 VonresiTent alien
Ethnic 7 = 02 Rpsident alien
Else 01 U.S. citizen

17. State Residency of Student Translate digitsl 1 and 2 of STU31 DATA
RESIDENCE HOME CODE to USDS Code.

1 . CityCounty Residency Translate digits 3 thru 5 (county code)
or digits 6 through 9 (city code) of
STU31 DATA.RESIDENCE HOME CODE for VA
residents to USDS coTe. Erse "0904."

19. Enrollment Status of Student A student is NEW if:
STU21 FIRST_ENROLLMENT:= TAPE_QTR YR or
ACA11 QUARTER GRADE SUMMARY term = 000.

For Fall, FIRST ENROLLMENT during the
Summer is also TiEW.

A NEW TRANSFER student is NEW and has
STU3-1 DATA.TRANSFER STUDENT FLAG_

For other students, if the difference
TAPELpTR YR.) and last previous enroll
ment (Aff11 QUARTER GRADE SUMMARY term)
is 1 (less than 4 terms in the Fall) the
.student is CONTINUING, else READMITTED.

20. Total 06.Campus-Credit Hrs The sum of course credit hours
(ACA22 DATA.CREDIT.HOURS) on campus:
TIM11'15ATA.GAMPUSLOCATIONNUM = 00.

21. Total OffCampus Credit Hrs The sum of course credit hours
(ACA22 DATA.CREDIT.HOURS) off campus:
TIM11 aTA.CAMPUSLOCATIONNUM > 00.
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BSR Data Elements Obtained from STUCENFL by Program SCBSR

BSR Data Element Processing in SCBSR using STUCENFL

a
1. BSR STATUS

2. BSR SOC SEC NO_ _

3. BSRHONOR_STUDENT

4. BSR TYY FIRST ATTEND_ _
5. BSR TYY LAST ATTEND

6. BSR TYY GRADUATION

7. BSR ELIG TO RETURN DATE_
8. BSR_LAST_NAME,FIRST NAME,

MIDDLE NAME,SUFFIX

Always 'A' for admitted status

STU11 DATA.SOCSECNUM

STU31 DATA.HONORS PROGRAM FLAG

STU21_DATA.FIRST_ENROLLMENT_DATE

ACA11DATA.QUARTER GRAD& SUMMARY

5TU31_DATA.GRAD_DATE ACTUAL

RETURN DATE in ACA24 DATA.ACADEMIC
DROP SfeTION or OTHE-FT LEAVE SECTIO-ff,

whicTi,ever is more rec-Jnt

From 5TU2223_DATA

9. BSR BIRTH DATE Trprislated from 5TU21 DATA.BIRTH DAY
(MMDDYY) into YYMMDD Tormat

10. BSR BIRTH PLACE

11. BSR SEX

12. BSR.REG CODE,CURR ABB

BSR TUITION

14. BSR LOCATION

,

Last two digits from 5TU21 DATA.

BIRTH PLACE.COUNTRY CODE ii-student
waS b6rn in p.s., el-se translated'

from COUNTRY-CODE into a two digit
code. via XLATES, else (if unable to

translate) the last two digits from
.COUNTRY CODE

If STU21 DATA.SEX is male, then
(single Eale) else '3' (single female).

Translated from STU31_DATA.HEGIS_
CODE MAJOR using INSRES CODES table

If STU31 DATA.RESIDENCY CODE is
'I', Then '2' (in-stae)
.'0', then '1' (out:-of-state)

If (STU31 DATA.CADET FLAG,
STU21DATA.SEX,
STU31DATA.DORM STUDENT FLAG) are
(1,M,I) then 1 (1,M,Y)then 2
(2,M,N) thep 4 (2,M,Y) then 3
(1,F,Y) then 5 (1,F,N) then 6
(2,F,Y) then 7 (2,F,N) then 8
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BSR Data Elements Obtained from STUCENFL by Program SCBSR

BSR Data Element Processing in SCBSR using STUCENFL

15. BSR_TRANSFER If STU31 DATA.TRANSFER STUDENT FLAG
is 'Y', Then translate-SCHOOL -doDE
(using college code table) of-the
first STU414 DATA segment into a

16.

17.

BSR SUPERIOR STUDENT

BSR DECEASED FLAG

two-digit co-de (if unable to translate,
then 'Z1'; if no STU414 segment exists,
then blanks). '00' for non-transfers

STU5111_DATA.SUPERIOR STUDENT CODE
for undergrads, else Elank

STU21 _DATA.DECEASED STUDENT FLAG

18. BSR HIGH SCHOOL STU411 DATA.SCHOOL CODE

19. BSR STUDENT LEVEL 1 ,LEVEL 2 First-and second digits of 5TU31 DATA.
ACADEMIC LEVEL CURRENT, respecti7ely

20. BSR CAMPUS CODE 5TU31 DATA.CAMPUS LOCATION.NUM

21. BSR OFF CAMPUS LAST ENROLL STU31 DATA.OFF CAMPUS LAST ENROLLMENT
--_

22. BSR RESIGN DATE From ACA24 DATA.ACADEMIC DROP SECTION.
OTHER LEAVE' SECTION.RESIATIUN DATE:
'lyyT '-iy0930"2yy' -> 'yT0131'0
'3yy' 'yy0331"4yy' 'yy0630'
15yy, > 'yy0730' else blanks

23 BSR RESIDENCE CODE STU31DATA.RESIDENCE HOME CODE

24. BSR DORM NUM,ROOM_NUM From ADDRESS DORM.FACILITY NUM and
ROOM NUM. ff-STU31 DATA'si5ORM

25. BSR LOCAL ADDRESS,CITY,
STA-it,ZIFTPHONE,ADDR2

26. BSR PARENTLADDR1,ADDR2,
'CIT-f,STATE,ZIP

STUbENT FLAG is 'YT, else blanris

From STU32 DATA.LOCAL ADDRESS

From 5TU32 DATA.PERMANENT ADDRESS.
If. ADDRESSM is blank and-ADDRESS 1
is not blank, then ADDR1 and ADDIff

,are exehanged; If not a U.S resident
(STATE ABBREV = '99'), the last word
(if an3i) of P2RMANE1tT ADDRESS.CITY
is used for STATE, an-d the beginning
words are uSed for CITY.

9
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BSR Data Elements Obtained from STUCENFL by Program SCBSR
.

BSR Data Element" ' Processing in SCBSR using STUCENFL

27. BSR_QTR GRADES. , From ACA11 DATA.QUARTER GRADOSUMMARY,
except thaT BSR_HOURSEMPTTD is for
the current academic quarter:.
If OPTION "ON ", sum of On Camp Hours

OPTION "OFF",.sum of Off Camp Hours
OPTION "ALL", move CREDIT TOTAL.

28. BSR OVERALL GRADES. From ACA11 DATA.OVERALL GRADE SUMMARY

29. BSR RACE STU21 DATA.ETHNIC BACKGROUND

50. BSR ADM_DATE If STU21 DATA.FIRST ENROLLMENT DATE is
Myy',--then
'2yy', then '0101yy''
'3yy', then '0301yy'
'Llyy', then '0601yy'
,5yy', then '0701yyt

31. BSR GRAD YR_ _

32. BSR CTR CITZ
...

33. BSR CLASS RANK

34. BSR CLASS SIZE

35. BSR MATH

36. BSR VERBAL

anything else, then zeros

STU411 DATA.GRAD DATE ACTUAL_

:STU21 DATA.CTRY CITIZENSHIr_
.

STU411 DATA.CLASS RANK,,. _ ,

,
_

STU411 DATA.CLASS SIZE
1-

STU5112 DATA.SCORE SAT MATH

5TU5112 DATA.SCORE SAT VERBAL

241


